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The newest jewel in Thompson Hotels’ crown is The Cape 
Hotel in Cabo San Lucas. Opened in July 2015, the deluxe 
guest rooms and suites feature private balconies with hang-
ing daybeds overlooking ‘El Arco’ (the Sea of Cortez’ famous 
arch), complimentary artisan tequila, bespoke mid-century 
Latin American furnishings, state-of-the-art rain showers, 
freestanding copper-leafed tubs, cotton kimono robes, and 
gourmet mini bars.

OVERVIEW 

THE CAPE HOTEL
Cabo San Lucas, Mexico

THE CAPE HOTEL, AERIAL VIEW | THOMAS HART SHELBY
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STUNNING ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN 
Tourmaline water frames the ultra-modern 
grey and onyx exteriors by noted Mexico City 
architect, Javier Sanchez. Neutral tones morph 
into a luxe topaz dreamland via tigereye wood 
and leather furniture, patterned fabrics and 
gemstone-colored glass accents (by interior 
designer, Marisabel Gomez Vazquez). Rooms 
are splendid: spacious, fully equipped and 
conducive to either relaxation or romance. 

EXCELLENCE IN SERVICE
In addition to breathtaking vistas, the real 
treasure at The Cape is the kindness of all who 
work there. Everyone is a warm, welcoming 
ambassador to Mexico. Like dominoes, smiles 

cascade from face to face as we walk through 
the expansive, open lobby and behold the 
sparkling Sea of Cortez. The heart of Cabo San 
Lucas is here. At the helm is Eduardo Segura. 
He smoothly guides the enormous team; to us, 
the effect is fl awlessness. A sublime, luxurious 
atmosphere reigns from morning to night. The 
serene environment, along with the soothing 
sounds of rolling surf, lulls us into a relaxed 
state. It is nearly impossible to fret—even a 
missing passport or minor medical emergency 
(both of which happened to me and were ex-
pertly handled by the hotel staff). Add in the 
stellar drinking and dining options and it’s a 
paradise for gastrophiles, too.

DINING IN HIGH STYLE
We were excited to experience Manta, a black 
diamondesque box of a restaurant perched on 
the far corner of the hotel. Conceived by Chef-
Owner Enrique Olvera (of Pujol* in Mexico 
City and Cosme in New York), the name means 
both the gentle giants found in warm coastal 
waters and a canvas upon which to unleash 
creativity. Brilliance is clearly on the menu. 

Under the direction of Chef de Cuisine, Alex 
Branch, the locally sourced items combine 
Mexican, Peruvian and Japanese infl uences. 
According to the chef, Manta strives for fresh-
ness and simplicity, believing that superior 
ingredients need little adornment. Manta’s 
expertise with fi n, hoof and tentacle was on 
display via the tender, smoky octopus and 
fl avorful suckling pig carnitas—dishes so out-
standing we ordered them two nights in a row. 

While Manta only serves dinner, the Ledge 
operates all day under Sous Chef Moises 
Hernandez. The breakfast bar is a fruitarian’s 
delight: papaya, pineapple, berries and more, 
plus an assortment of fresh yogurts and locally 
gathered honey. In addition, meats, cheeses, 
breads and sweets abound. Healthy smoothies 
and green juices offer an antidote to the previ-
ous evening’s cocktail indulgences; coffees are 
continuously refi lled. Above all, the charming 
solicitations of wait staff and hosts/hostesses 
offer a glorious start to the day.

Lunch and dinner menus offer contemporary 
Mexican cuisine, including fresh ceviches, plus 
my personal favorite: a striking gazpacho 
(tomato, cucumber and pineapple sluices are 
poured over lobster chunks in a kaleidoscope 
of tropical color). Desserts are refreshing fruit, 
cream, or chocolate medleys.

I fi rst glimpsed The Cape Hotel on a friend’s Instagram feed. The pristine 
sand, white-capped surf and striking architecture immediately captured my 
attention. I sensed it would offer a calming respite from our usually hectic 
lives as well as a chance to experience Mexico’s vibrant culinary scene. My 
instincts (happily) led us to this stylish, present-day Shangri-La.

*ranked 16th in the world in 2015

MAIN VIEW OUT FROM LOBBY | THOMAS HART SHELBY

MANTA PRIVATE DINING ROOM | THOMAS HART SHELBY
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why california’s valleys are my tuscany

DRINKING IN PARADISE
Speaking of cocktails, four bars ensure no 
guest goes thirsty; they are found poolside, on 
the rooftop and virtually side by side on the 
lobby level. The most visually striking is 
Glassbox, an expansive rectangle of wood and 
glass facing the ocean. One of the highlights 
of our stay was a small group tasting led by 
mixologist extraordinaire—Beverages Manager, 
Osvaldo Vazquez. 

Over two lively hours, we enjoyed an unforget-
table foray into haute cocktail culture. Flash 
torching dried, local herbs to capture a hint of 
smoke on the interior of the glasses, Osvaldo 
proceeded to create a series of mind-blowing 
concoctions that highlighted the distinctive 
characteristics of both plants and spirits. Once 
or twice, he employed a micro distiller to add
top note essences to the drinks. One of his 
particular specialties is a mezcal-based Old
Fashioned. At fi rst sip, we became instant fans 

of the sweet-smoky-slightly herbal mixture. 
Osvaldo graciously invited my husband behind 
the bar to collaborate on an extra spicy drink; 
it was delicately balanced between picante 
habanero and refreshing fruitiness. 

For three incredibly relaxing days, we relished 
the majestic surroundings, impeccable service 
and distinctive cuisine offered at The Cape. So 
complete was our relaxation that we seldom 
ventured off property. There was nothing more 
enticing than lounging poolside, eating and 
drinking well and chatting up the charming 
hotel staff. We can’t wait to go back. 

The Cape Hotel
Carretera Transpeninsular Km 5
Cabo San Lucas, B.C.S. México
Phone: 011.52.624.163.0000
From México: 01.800.508.4322
From the US: 877.793.8527 (Toll Free)
thecapereservations@thompsonhotels.com

GLASSBOX INTERIOR | THOMAS HART SHELBY

PANORAMIC SUITE WITH PLUNGE POOL | THOMAS HART SHELBY

GUEST SUITE 6
THOMAS HART SHELBY
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behind the bar: a magical mixology tour
OUR GUIDE: OSVALDO VAZQUEZ, BEVERAGE MANAGER

DISTILLING ADDITIONAL FLAVORS

HERB SMOKE INFUSES THE GLASSES

HERBS ARE SOURCED 
FROM OAXACA, CHIAPAS, 

CANCUN & MEXICO CITY 

A FINISHED COCKTAIL

MEZCAL OLD FASHIONED

NEGRONI PHOTOS BY 
KATHRYN 

HOLLAND 
BESSER

Flora Farms is an enchanting oasis 
comprised of a working organic 
farm, a handful of individually-

owned culinary cottages, Flora’s Farm Bar, 
Flora’s Field Kitchen restaurant (serving 
fresh-picked produce), a grocery stand and 
several mini shopping pavilions stocked 
with homegrown organic products, jewelry, 
clothing and luxury goods. Rising out of 
scrubby hills just outside San Jose del
Cabo, the property is the brainchild of 
Patrick and Gloria Greene. While cottages 
are privately owned, the restaurant, bar 
and shops are open to the public. 

NEAR CABO SAN LUCAS

PHOTOS BY 
KATHRYN 

HOLLAND 
BESSER

FLORA FARMS
Carretera Transpeninsular San José del Cabo Km. 30
Col. Las Ánimas Bajas, 23407 
San José del Cabo, B.C.S., Mexico
reservations@fl ora-farms.com
Phone. 011.52.624.355.4564
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Opened in 2010, Hotel Guaycura is housed in a beautiful 19th 
century building carefully renovated under the supervision of 
INAH (Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia). The 14 
deluxe rooms are decorated in a Mediterranean–Mexican style 
and are fully equipped with modern amenities.

OVERVIEW 

HOTEL GUAYCURA
Todos Santos, Mexico

GUAYCURA EXTERIOR
KATHRYN HOLLAND BESSER

OLD WORLD ARCHITECTURE 
Walking into the lobby of Hotel Guaycura feels 
a bit like stepping into Mexico’s not too distant 
past. Built in the 19th century as a private fam-
ily home, it later incarnated as an art academy, 
post offi ce, police station and ad hoc school–
orphanage before becoming a hotel in 2010. 
Ceramic tiles and fl oral motifs embellish the 
walls, evoking a bygone era of dons and doñas. 
The feeling of time-travel is further reinforced 
in the spacious suites. Four poster beds and 
dark furniture refl ect Mexico’s aristocratic 
heritage; the faded terra cotta fl oors affi rm 
the building’s long history of continuous use. 
Period details have been faithfully reproduced 

in newer elements, most notably the copper 
soaking tubs in each suite. While they might 
resemble antique versions, ample hot water is 
available on demand. The hotel’s onsite spa 
offers a full complement of health and beauty 
treatments when more intensive therapies are 
desired. The Old World atmosphere, along with 
the courtly friendliness of the staff, affords us a 
miraculously relaxing stay. 

ONE HOTEL: THREE LOCATIONS
Guaycura is actually comprised of three 
properties: the hotel itself, located in Todos 
Santos’ quaint historic quarter;  El Faro Beach 
Club & Spa, nestled on a quiet beach nearby; 

Guaycura is an oasis of serenity in Baja California Sud (B.C.S.). Akin to 
visiting a friend’s palatial home, the hotel is a throwback to more genteel 
times. Having met the owner’s nephew at a recent travel show, I couldn’t 
wait to experience the enchantment of Guaycura and Todos Santos.

GUAYCURA LOBBY | KATHRYN HOLLAND BESSER
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and El Mirador Restaurant, perched on a 
scenic bluff overlooking the Pacifi c Ocean. 
Guaycura helpfully offers a shuttle service to 
easily bridge the short distances between 
urban and beachfront locations.

A MAGICAL LOCATION
Todos Santos’ designation as “magic town” is 
especially apt (so named in 2006 by Mexico’s 
Ministry of Tourism). Out of a virtual desert 
arises a wellspring of lush vegetation and 
modest civilization. There is a proliferation of 
artists’ studios, shops, and restaurants in the 
small downtown. A burgeoning spa industry  
touts rejuvenating therapies; myriad outdoor 

adventure activities are advertised everywhere. 
Meanwhile, the vibrant local community 
embraces tourism while maintaining its unique 
laid back character. 

Founded in 1723 by Jesuit missionaries, Todos
Santos was mainly a quiet, forgotten fi shing 
village. However, about two decades ago, a 
steady stream of mostly English speaking 
immigrants began arriving. New construction
projects and restorations are now common-
place. The hotel’s name, Guaycura, was derived 
from the indigenous tribe who inhabited the 
area prior to the arrival of disease-bearing 
Spanish conquerors. 

GUAYCURA GUEST SUITE
KATHRYN HOLLAND BESSER

CAPTIVATING CUISINE 
Guaycura’s El Jardin restaurant, led by Chef 
Jose Ibarra, serves breakfast, lunch and dinner. 
Breakfast features an array of fresh, organic 
selections. Housemade chutneys and jams are 
a wonderful accompaniment to the generous 
bread baskets. In the future, Guaycura plans 
to offer some of their in-house provisions as 
souvenirs. We especially loved the homemade 
granola, locally sourced coffee and pressed-to- 
order juices (orange-carrot is a standout). 

Lunch and dinner selections include tapas 
that change depending upon what’s available, 
grilled meats, seafood, salads, and more. The 
two bars, Don Guillermo, just off the lobby and 
Sky Lounge, on the rooftop terrace, are staffed 
by affable Dino and Leonardo. Both serve a full 
compliment of beverages including top-shelf 
tequilas, mezcals and margaritas. Comfort-
able seating areas at the Sky Lounge Bar allow 
guests to take in the beautiful views.

AN INTEGRATED COMMUNITY 
The intimate connection between Guaycura, 
El Faro and El Mirador is noteworthy. It’s not 
unusual to run into the same staff members at 
multiple locations within a single day. Every-
one multi-tasks and effortlessly refl ects Todos 
Santos’ hospitality and amiability. One of our 
hosts was Operations Manager Daniel Lopez. 
After exchanging pleasantries while dining at 
El Mirador (where we sampled herb-scented 
paella and local fi sh), Daniel offered to show us 
how Guaycura is making a difference in Todos 
Santos. Charming as well as knowledgeable, he 
was a wonderful guide to the hotel and town. 
Our fi rst stop was the small organic farm just 
down the road; it supplies most of the produce 
for Guaycura, El Faro and El Mirador. It is a 
model of sustainability and promotes strong 
community bonds. A handwritten sign invites 
residents to deposit kitchen scraps for com-
posting; freshly picked produce is affordably 
priced to promote health over packaged foods.

PAELLA AT EL MIRADOR RESTAURANT | KATHRYN HOLLAND BESSER
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In addition to supporting farmers, Daniel 
described Guaycura’s recycling and garbage 
containment efforts in Todos Santos. Little by 
little, they are making a dent in clearing refuse 
from popular dumping sites. According to 
owner Fernando Salas, the hotel has even more 
ambitious plans to come. Dr. Salas received his 
doctorate in Economics from Stanford Univer-
sity and is carefully considering the fi nancial 
impacts of further development upon such a 
small community.

EL FARO AND EL MIRADOR
Environmental sensitivity is also embraced at 
both El Faro Beach Club and El Mirador 
Restaurant. Like Guaycura, El Faro boasts a 
spa with organic esthetic treatments as well as 
an onsite restaurant. Hotel Manager Yolanda 
Contreas detailed El Faro’s extensive use of 
solar panels to help maintain a neutral carbon 
footprint. El Mirador sources its raw materials 
in the same manner as El Jardin; the main 
difference between the two restaurants is the 

stunning sunset view afforded by El Mirador’s 
premium cliffside location. Interestingly, El 
Faro and El Mirador are situated almost exactly 
along the Tropic of Cancer meridian line. So 
while sunning, swimming or dining, guests are 
simultaneously in North and Central America. 

A SERENE EXPERIENCE 
During our brief stay, the alchemy of a warm 
welcome, mellow pace and the area’s soulful 
cuisine worked their wizardry—we found bliss. 
To us, the magic of Todos Santos is real. We 
look forward to fi nding it again at Guaycura.

  
Guaycura Hotel & Spa
Legaspi esquina Topete 
Colonia Centro, 23300
Todos Santos, BCS México
From México: 01.612.175.0800
From the US: 800.468.6039 (Toll Free)
reservation@guaycura.com
www.guaycura.com

AENA SPA AT GUAYCURA HOTEL | KATHRYN HOLLAND BESSER


